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Tuesday 15th March 2016 – For immediate release 

Boutique hotel Oddfellows represents top 3% of accommodation worldwide for 

customer satisfaction 

Oddfellows Chester has received two pleasing accolades from two of the foremost hotel 

booking engine websites, booking.com and HotelsCombined. Both of the industry leading 

websites have rated the design-led boutique hotel as one of the most favourably reviewed 

properties in the country. The reviews are contributed by guests who have previously 

stayed at the Chester hotel. 

Hotel price comparison site, HotelsCombined, awarded Oddfellows with a ‘Stellar Stay’ 

award for consistently achieving the highest standards of customer satisfaction, in an 

analysis of customer opinions that took in the data of over one million hotels worldwide. 

Oddfellows received a score of 9.22 out of a possible 10. This means the hotel is now 

representing the top 3% of accommodation worldwide for customer satisfaction. 

Booking.com rated Oddfellows as a 9.2 out of a possible 10 again based on customer’s 

reviews over a 24 month period. According to booking.com, this is an important rating for 

a hotel, as they are seeing a trend of selective bookers using a search that involves only 

viewing hotels with a review score of 8 or over. 

Paul Cookson, General Manager of Oddfellows said: “These are absolutely the accolades that 

count – the ones we receive from guests who have booked and stayed with us and then taken 

the time to review us.” 
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He added: “Both HotelsCombined and booking.com have great reputations and offer a 

brilliant service to our guests, giving them an overall impression of the hotel stock in a 

city and allowing them the opportunity to make an informed choice. 

We would also encourage our guests to view our own websites as these get updated most days 

with our latest news and special offers. It gives the guests a taste of our hotels’ unique 

personalities.” 

 

NOTES FOR EDITOR: 

 Oddfellows is no stranger to accolades from the industry – winning Best Small 

Hotel at the Marketing Cheshire Awards 2014 and scooping up a Civic Award for 

Design and Conservation for Commercial New Build in 2015. 

 Oddfellows is currently in the process of renovating and restoring their second 

property, Bruntwood Hall, situated in Cheadle, Manchester into a boutique hotel. 

The project involves converting the 19th Century mansion to create 22 bedrooms, a 

restaurant, cocktail bars, private dining rooms and statement ‘salon de beaute’, 

the Pigsty. It is set to open its doors later this year. 

 

 

For any further comment please contact  

Katie Bentley, Oddfellows Hotels, Katie.bentley@oddfellowshotels.com, 01244 

345454, m.07739 969256 
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